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Decision Support
The Decision Support module, in conjunction with and in addition to the drug interaction checking, allows you to
implement an automated set of electronic clinical decision support rules according to specialty or clinical
priorities that use demographic data, specific patient diagnoses, conditions, diagnostic test results and/or
patient's medication list. Once specific clinical rules are created, automated decision support alerts will appear
when a patient's data set matches the decision support criteria. The decision support alerts can then be viewed
and addressed as needed. Whenever a decision support alert is addressed an event entry is automatically
tracked in the Audit Trail allowing you to view and output these decision support events as needed.
The following sections will walk you through setting up and configuring clinical decision support rules.

Configure Decision Support Privilege
The Decision Support privilege allows the selected user to create and manage decision support rules and to
view and interact with decision support alerts that triggered by the decision support rules. There are two levels
of privilege for the Decision Support privilege: None (cannot create and manage decision support rules and
alerts) and All (can create and manage decision support rules and alerts). Use the following steps to configure
the Decision Support privilege for a user.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > Users.
2. In the Users dialog, double-click the User you want to configure the Decision Support privilege for.
3. Click the Privileges tab.
4. Highlight the Decision Support privilege, and then click the All radio button.
5. When finished, click the OK button.
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Configure Decision Support Preference
The Decision Support tab of the preferences area allows you to activate the Decision Support Alerts for the user
that is currently logged into the Clinical system. Use the following steps to configure the Decision Support
preference.
1. Click Edit > Preferences.
2. Click the Decision Support tab.
3. Check the Display Decision Support Alerts option if you want any active Decision Support Alerts to
pop-up in the Alert Manager dialog when opening a patient chart. If this option is not selected, then
active Decision Support Alerts can be viewed by double-clicking the red DSS Alert button at the bottom
of the patient's face sheet.
NOTE: The Display Decision Support Alerts preference is a user-specific setting and will be based upon
whichever user is currently logged onto the system when the change to the preference is made.
4. Click the Set button.
5. When finished, click the OK button.
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Create and Modify Decision Support Data Points
Decision Support Data Points are the specific data or cluster of data that is used when creating a decision
support rules. These data points may consist of a patient's current diagnosis, a particular clinical result,
currently prescribed medications or medication groups, and particular procedures performed. Once specific data
points have been created, you can then use these data points to Create and Modify Decision Support Rules. A
standardized set of Data Points and Rules have been created to assist you in creating decision support rules to
qualify for various Meaningful Use Clinical Quality Measures.
To create and maintain data points for decision support you must have the Decision Support Privilege.
The following section will outline how to create and modify Decision Support Data Points.

CREATE A NEW DATA POINT
Use the following steps to create a new data point.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Data Points tab.
3. In the View saved rules field, you can select a configured Rule, if applicable. When a rule is selected
the rule description as well as rule logic will be displayed below to assist you when adding and
modifying data points.
4. In the Choose an option section, click the New radio button.
5. Enter a Data Point Name and a Description of that data point in the corresponding fields.
6. In the Data Point Type field, select the Type of Data Point you are creating.
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7. Depending upon the Data Point Type selected, the bottom of the screen will activate with the applicable
fields necessary to link the applicable data type (current diagnosis, current result, current medication,
current medication group, or procedure performed) to the specific data points within that type. In the
Available search field, enter the first few letters of the particular data item(s) you would like to link to
the data point (i.e., influenza in the figure below). The system will then list the data items that meet the
search criteria.
8. Highlight the Data Item (Influenza with a ICD10 Code of J09.X below) you want to link to the data
point you are creating, and then click the Add to Selected Codes (for ICD10 codes ) or the Add >>
button.
NOTE: When the Current Dx ICD10 data point type is selected, an ICD10 Code Set field will be
available allowing you to select the Oct 1, 2014 – Sept 30, 2016 code set, the Oct 1, 2016 – Sept
30, 2017 code set, the Oct 1, 2017 – Sept 30, 2018 code set, or All ICD10 Codes. This allows
you to easily search for the applicable ICD10 codes that are active, as outlined by the CDC, for the
applicable date ranges. When accessing the ICD10 Search in the Rule Builder dialog, the system will
default to the code set based on the current day’s date.
NOTE: To remove a linked item, simply highlight that item in the Linked column, and then click the
Remove from Selected Codes (for ICD10 codes) or the << Remove button.
NOTE: When you are adding a data point that has a data point type of Procedure Performed, you can
also configure the Time Criteria for that procedure, when applicable. The Time Criteria allows you to
generate decision support alerts for procedures that were not performed within the specified time range
(months and/or years).
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 until all the applicable data items are linked to the data point.
10. When finished, click the Save button.
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MODIFY AN EXISTING DATA POINT
Use the following steps to modify an existing data point.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Data Points tab.
3. In the View saved rules field, you can select a configured Rule, if applicable. When a rule is selected
the rule description as well as rule logic will be displayed below to assist you when adding and
modifying data points.
4. In the Choose an option section, click the Modify radio button, and then select the Data Point you
want to modify. NOTE: Any data points that appear in red do not have a code mapped to them, so a
code will need to be configured for these data points prior to being used.
5. Modify the Description for the selected data point as needed.
6. Add or Remove any applicable data items for the selected data point in the Available and Linked
columns below.
NOTE: When modifying a data point that has a data point type of Procedure Performed, you can also
modify the Time Criteria for that procedure, when applicable. The Time Criteria allows you to generate
decision support alerts for procedures that were not performed within the specified time range (months
and/or years).
7. When finished, click the Save button.
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Create and Modify Decision Support Rules
Decision Support Rules are created and maintained using configured Data Points (specific patient diagnoses,
conditions, results, procedures performed, and/or patient's current medications) and/or patient demographic
data. Once specific decision support rules are created, automated decision support alerts will appear when a
patient's data set matches the decision support criteria. A standardized set of Data Points and Rules have been
created to assist you in creating decision support rules to qualify for various Meaningful Use Clinical Quality
Measures.
To create and maintain rules for decision support you must have the Decision Support Privilege.
The following sections will outline how to create and maintain Decision Support Rules.

CREATE A NEW RULE
Use the following steps to create a new decision support rule.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Rules tab.
3. In the Choose an option section, click the New radio button.
4. Enter a Rule Name, Rule Type (Decision Support or Education Materials), and Description of the
rule in the corresponding fields.
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5. Click the Bibliographic Information button if you would like to add any bibliographic or citation
information for any literature or intervention materials used for the rule you are creating. In the DDS
Bibliographic Form dialog, you can enter free-text information, as well as hyperlinks to external
websites, for Bibliographic citation, Developer of intervention, Funding source, and Revision
dates.
When a rule is triggered, any bibliographical information will be viewable via the Alert Manager dialog.
When finished, click the OK button.
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6. When creating a decision support rule, you can select previously created rules, data points, and patient
demographic data, as well as entering specific data in the Rule Logic field. These items can also be
used in conjunction with any Logic and/or Math items as needed.
You are able filter the Rule/Data Point items by clicking the Rules and Data Points (will display all
rules and data points in the drop-down list), Rules (will display only rules in the drop-down list), or
Data Points (will display only configured data points and patient demographic options), by clicking the
corresponding radio button.
Select the applicable Rule or Data Point you want to use for the rule you are creating.
7. Select any applicable Logic for your rule as needed. Logic items are typically needed when a data point
needs to be a specific value or is used in conjunction with other rules and/or data points
8. Select any applicable Math option for your rule as needed.
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9. Repeat steps 5 - 7 until the applicable rule has been constructed. In the example below we first
selected the data point Influenza, then the Logic item and, then the data point Coumadin, then
Logic item and, then the data point AgeInYears, then the Math item > (greater than), and then
manually entered 57 in the Rule Logic field.
NOTE: Be aware when creating and modifying rules there may be some instances where an "=0" needs
to be appended to a data point to indicate no, not, or does not; or an "=1" for yes, is, does; or an "=1" for not asked. These are typically needed when configuring rules that have results as data points,
but may also be needed in instances where the data point is not equal to a particular piece of data such
as a diagnosis, medication, or medication group. An example of the latter would be if you are looking
for patients that are not currently taking Coumadin, the rule item would need to be indicated with a
"=0", for example, "Coumadin =0".
NOTE: When using the DOB data point, decision support alerts will be triggered based on how the rule
is configured. You can create rules that look for a certain range of dates of birth. For example, a rule
may read DOB >= #01/01/1980# and DOB <= #12/31/1980#, where alerts will be triggered
for anyone born in 1980. Do note, when entering dates in the rule, they need to have a # symbol on
either side to indicate to the system that a date is being used.
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10. Once the Rule Logic has been completed, click the Validate button. The system will then run a test of
the rule logic.
11. Once the Rule Logic has been validated, a pop-up message will appear stating that the "Rule validated
successfully." Click the OK button.

12. You can run a test for a specific chart by clicking into the Chart# field and entering a patient's Chart
Number, and then clicking the Test button. The system will then return the results of the test for each
part of the rule logic.

13. If the Active Rule option is checked, then this rule is active and decision support alerts will be
generated whenever the rule criteria is met. Uncheck the Active Rule option if you would like to
disable this rule, and thereby disable any decision support alerts from appearing when the rule criteria
is met.
14. When finished, click the Save button to save the new rule.
15. Once the new rule has been validated and saved, you can map the rule to a recommended action or
actions. Click the Action Mapping tab.
16. In Action Mapping tab, select the Rule you just created in the corresponding field.
17. In the Available Recommended Actions column, select the Recommended Action for the selected
Rule, and then click the Add button. The Recommended Action will appear in the Recommended Action
column of the Alert Manager whenever this decision support rule is triggered.
NOTE: If the Recommended Action does not appear in the Available Recommended Actions column,
click the New button. In the New Recommended Action dialog, enter the Recommended Action in the
Description field, and then click the OK button. For example, you could enter, "Order a full blood
screening,” and then click the OK button. The new Recommended Action will then appear in the
Available Recommended Actions list, allowing you to select that action for the selected rule.
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18. Once the rule has been mapped to the Decision Support Alert action, click the Save button, and then
click the Close button to exit the Rule Builder dialog.
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MODIFY AN EXISTING RULE
Use the following steps to modify an existing rule.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Rules tab.
3. In the Choose an option section, click the Modify radio button, an then select the Rule you want to
modify.
4. Modify the Rule Type and/or Description for the selected rule as needed.
5. Enter or modify any bibliographic information by clicking the Bibliographic Information button, if
needed.
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6. Add to or modify the Rule Logic as needed.
NOTE: Be aware when creating and modifying rules there may be some instances where an "=0" needs
to be appended to a data point to indicate no, not, or does not; or an "=1" for yes, is, does; or an "=1" for not asked. These are typically needed when configuring rules that have results as data points,
but may also be needed in instances where the data point is not equal to a piece of data such as a
diagnosis, medication, or medication group. An example of the latter would be if you are looking for
patients that are not currently taking Coumadin, the rule item would need to be indicated with a "=0",
for example, "Coumadin =0".
NOTE: When using the DOB data point, decision support alerts will be triggered based on how the rule
is configured. You can create rules that look for a certain range of dates of birth. For example, a rule
may read DOB >= #01/01/1980# and DOB <= #12/31/1980#, where alerts will be triggered
for anyone born in 1980. Do note, when entering dates in the rule, they need to have a # symbol on
either side to indicate to the system that a date is being used.
7. When finished modifying the rule, click the Validate button.
8. Once the Rule Logic has been validated, a pop-up message will appear stating that the "Rule validated
successfully." Click the OK button.
9. If the Active Rule option is checked, then this rule is active and decision support alerts will be
generated whenever the rule criteria is met. Uncheck the Active Rule option if you would like to
disable this rule, and thereby disable any decision support alerts from appearing when the rule criteria
is met.
10. After the rule has been validated, click the Save button to save the modifications to the rule.
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11. In addition to any modifications in the Rules tab, you can also modify the Recommended Action for the
rule. Click the Action Mapping tab.
12. In Action Mapping tab, select the applicable Rule in the corresponding field.
13. In the Available Recommended Actions column, select the Recommended Action for the selected
Rule, and then click the Add button. The Recommended Action will appear in the Recommended Action
column of the Alert Manager whenever this decision support rule is triggered.
NOTE: If the Recommended Action does not appear in the Available Recommended Actions column,
click the New button. In the New Recommended Action dialog, enter the Recommended Action in the
Description field, and then click the OK button. For example, you could enter, "Order a full blood
screening,” and then click the OK button. The new Recommended Action will then appear in the
Available Recommended Actions list, allowing you to select that action for the selected rule.

14. Once the rule has been mapped to the Decision Support Alert action, click the Save button, and then
click the Close button to exit the Rule Builder dialog.
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COPY A RULE
Use the following steps to copy an existing rule.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Rules tab.
3. In the Choose an option section, click the Modify radio button, an then select the Rule you want to
copy.
4. Once the applicable Rule has been selected, click the Copy Rule button.

5. The system will then copy the rule and you will see the Rule Name has a CopyOf prefix. Modify the
Rule Name, Rule Type, and the Description as needed.
6. Enter or modify any bibliographic information by clicking the Bibliographic Information button, if
needed.
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7. Make any modifications to the Rule Logic for the copied rule as needed.
NOTE: Be aware when creating and modifying rules there may be some instances where an "=0" needs
to be appended to a data point to indicate no, not, or does not; or an "=1" for yes, is, does; or an "=1" for not asked. These are typically needed when configuring rules that have results as data points,
but may also be needed in instances where the data point is not equal to a piece of data such as a
diagnosis, medication, or medication group. An example of the latter would be if you are looking for
patients that are not currently taking Coumadin, the rule item would need to be indicated with a "=0",
for example, "Coumadin =0".
NOTE: When using the DOB data point, decision support alerts will be triggered based on how the rule
is configured. You can create rules that look for a certain range of dates of birth. For example, a rule
may read DOB >= #01/01/1980# and DOB <= #12/31/1980#, where alerts will be triggered
for anyone born in 1980. Do note, when entering dates in the rule, they need to have a # symbol on
either side to indicate to the system that a date is being used.
8. When finished modifying the rule, click the Validate button.
9. Once the Rule Logic has been validated, a pop-up message will appear stating that the "Rule validated
successfully." Click the OK button.
10. After the rule has been validated, click the Save button to save the modifications to the rule.
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11. Once the copied rule has been validated and saved, you must map the rule to a recommended action.
Click the Action Mapping tab.
12. In Action Mapping tab, select the applicable Rule in the corresponding field.
13. In the Available Recommended Actions column, select the Recommended Action for the selected
Rule, and then click the Add button. The Recommended Action will appear in the Recommended Action
column of the Alert Manager whenever this decision support rule is triggered.
NOTE: If the Recommended Action does not appear in the Available Recommended Actions column,
click the New button. In the New Recommended Action dialog, enter the Recommended Action in the
Description field, and then click the OK button. For example, you could enter, "Order a full blood
screening,” and then click the OK button. The new Recommended Action will then appear in the
Available Recommended Actions list, allowing you to select that action for the selected rule.

14. Once the rule has been mapped to the Decision Support Alert action, click the Save button.
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INACTIVATE AN EXISTING RULE
Use the following steps to inactivate an existing rule so that decision support alerts will not be generated when
the rule criteria is met.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Rules tab.
3. In the Choose an option section, click the Modify radio button, and then select the Rule you want to
inactivate.
4. Once the applicable Rule has been selected, uncheck the Active Rule option.

5. When finished, click the Save button. To reactivate the rule, simply access the rule as described above
and check the Active Rule option.
6. Click the Close button to exit the Rule Builder dialog.
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DELETE AN EXISTING RULE
Use the following steps to delete an existing rule.
1. Click Edit > System Tables > DSS Rule Builder.
2. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Rules tab.
3. In the Choose an option section, click the Modify radio button, an then select the Rule you want to
delete.

4. Once the applicable Rule has been selected, click the Delete Rule button.
5. In the Confirm Delete dialog, click the Yes button. The selected rule will then be deleted from the
system.

6. In the Rule Builder dialog, click the Close button.
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View and Address Decision Support Alerts
There are two types of Decision Support Alerts: an active alert and a history alert . An active alert is a
decision support alert that occurs when certain patient data (diagnosis, medication, procedure, result,
demographic information) triggers a decision rule and that alert has not yet been addressed. A historical alert is
a decision support alert that has occurred and has been addressed and/or commented upon.

ACTIVE ALERTS
When an Active Alert is triggered, the Alert Manager dialog will automatically pop up with the applicable alert(s)
once the patient's chart is opened if the Decision Support Preference is activated. Likewise, the DSS ALERT
button at the bottom of the patient's face sheet will appear in red, indicating that a patient has an active alert.
If the Decision Support Preference is not activated, the active alert is indicated by the red DSS ALERT
button and the Alert Manager is accessed by double-clicking this button.

When there is an active alert for the patient the Alert Manager will default to the Active Alerts tab and list the
applicable alerts for the patient. The Pop-up Disabled, Addressed, and Comment fields are the only fields that
you can add and edit information in. If the Pop-up Disabled option is checked, all of the text in that specific row
will be colored gray and italicized.
An alert stays active for the patient until that alert is addressed by the user. If you close out of the Alert
Manager without addressing an active alert, the DSS Alert button will still maintain a red color and the Alert
Manager will pop-up whenever accessing the patient's chart if the Decision Support Preference is activated
as before. You can still access the Alert Manager by double-clicking the DSS ALERT button.
To research and retrieve diagnostic and therapeutic information for the patient via the Infobutton dialog, click
the

button in the bottom-left of the Alert Manager dialog.

To address the alert, simply check the corresponding checkbox in the Addressed column. You can then enter
an optional Comment for the alert, if desired, by clicking into the corresponding field. When the Addressed
column is checked for an alert the system will automatically enter a Date Addressed for that alert.
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Whenever the Bibliography column contains a View link, you can click View and see any bibliographic
information that was configured for that decision support rule.

Once you click the OK button any alerts with that have a check in the corresponding Addressed column will be
transferred to History tab, and the active alert will be satisfied. When active alerts are addressed, an audit event
is created in the Audit Trail, and the DSS ALERT button will become blue. You can then enter the alert history
by clicking the blue DSS ALERT button.
NOTE: If the DSS ALERT button is neither red nor blue, and is grayed out, that means that no alerts have been
triggered for the patient.
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HISTORY ALERTS
Whenever you open a patient's chart and see a blue DSS ALERT button that means that decision support alerts
have been triggered for this patient in the past. To access the Alert Manager and view the alert history for the
patient, double-click the DSS ALERT button. This will open Alert Manager and default to the History tab.

When in the History tab you can enter or modify a comment for an alert by clicking into the corresponding
comment field and adding or modifying comment text as needed. You can also view any bibliographic
information by clicking View in the Bibliography column. You can also click the
button in the bottom-left of
the Alert Manager dialog to research and retrieve diagnostic and therapeutic information for the patient via the
Infobutton dialog. Likewise, you can reactivate an alert by unchecking the checkbox in the Addressed column.
When you uncheck the Addressed box for the alert a Re-Activate Alert will appear.

If you click the No button then you will return to the dialog. If you click the Yes button, the alert will be
transferred to the Active Alerts tab where it will become active and the Date Addressed will be cleared from that
alert. In addition, the DSS ALERT button in the face sheet will turn red, and the Alert Manager dialog will
automatically pop-up when the patient's chart is accessed if the Decision Support Preference is activated.
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